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1 Introduction

One of the consistently popular topics on the movie and E-commerce websites is to accurately use
various recommendation models to provide different suggestions for different users. Douban website
is one of the largest Chinese social media websites, focus on providing reviews and recommendations
of movies, books, and music for users. In this research project, we will use raw data of the Douban
Movie dataset[1] to build a recommender system that could suggest movies to users who are most
likely prefer these movies. This dataset was crawled in September 2019, and we used the subset of
this dataset which contains 99, 598 users, 21, 596 movies, and 220, 411 ratings, including UserID,
MovieID, movie names, genres and ratings, etc.

1.1 Problem Definition

In this project, we aim to build a recommender system on the Douban movie dataset, which recom-
mends movies to users who are most likely to enjoy these movies. From previous papers, we find that
the effectiveness of systems varies incredibly among different models. Thus, our project contains two
tasks: first, compare different recommendation models with chosen evaluation criteria; Then, we pick
the most performant model on the Douban Movie dataset[1] to develop a recommendation system for
specific users.

1.2 Literature Review

Recommender systems use multiple data related to users’ interests to predict and recommend items
to customers. The more efficient recommendation algorithm can leverage the previous interaction
between users and items to make more accurate recommendations. Thus, various recommender
systems have been developed extensively due to their usefulness in commercial applications, such
as ensemble models and deep learning models. However, the implementation of deep learning
algorithms in Chinese movie recommender systems remains elusive. In our research, we selected
three models to compare on the dataset written in Chinese(the Douban Movie dataset[1]): Wide and
Deep, DeepFM, and LightGBM models.

The resources for recommender systems are ample, ranging from books to online open packages.
Specifically, Weichen Shen(2017)[2] proposed DeepCTR, which provides a set of easy-to-use pack-
ages and models API for feature engineering and deep learning models. By mainly using this
DeepCTR Models API, we built Wide-and-Deep and DeepFM models.

The Wide and Deep model [3] is widely used for large-scale regression and classification problems
with sparse inputs. This model has a wide part and a deep part. The wide part is to memorize the
feature interactions through a set of cross-product feature transformations for its effectiveness and
interpretation. While the deep part can generalize better to unseen feature combinations. Yan Liu et
al.(2019) [4] have compared the traditional models such as LR and GBDT, with deep models such as
Wide and Deep and DeepFM to detect their performance differences in store site recommendation.
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The second model is DeepFM [5]. The key challenge in the task of building a recommender system is
to effectively model the feature interactions, both low and high-order interactions. Existing methods
have a strong bias towards low and high-order interactions or require expertise in feature engineering.
For example, generalized linear models (GLM) perform well in modeling low-order interactions.
However, because of GLM’s limited learning capacities, it is hard to model the high-order feature
interactions. As for Factorization Machines(FM)[6] model the pairwise feature interactions as the
inner product of latent vectors between features. Although FM can model the high-order feature
interaction, it suffers from expensive computation cost when the order goes above two.

DeepFM [5] is an FM based Neural Network that could emphasize both low and high-order feature
interactions behind user behaviors. DeepFM also consists of two components, the FM component
and the deep component, which share the same input and are jointly trained. With the advantages
of factorization machines for recommendation and deep learning for feature learning, DeepFM has
superior performance in three aspects:

• DeepFM does not need any pre-training, while the model FNN need to pre-train the FM-
initialized part then feed-forward neural network;

• The wide and deep component of DeepFM share the same input raw feature vectors, which
enables DeepFM to learn both high-order and low-order feature interactions simutaneouly
from the input raw features;

• DeepFM introduces a sharing strategy of feature embedding to avoid feature engineering,
while the input of Wide&Deep model’s "wide" part relies on expertise feature engineering

Another model for our experiments is the LightGBM [7] model based on Gradient Boosting Decision
Tree (GBDT) algorithm. The LightGBM contains two novel techniques: Gradient-based One-Side
Sampling and Exclusive Feature Bundling. These two techniques help the LightGBM algorithm
outperform the conventional GBDT model significantly when dealing with a large number of data
instances and features in terms of computational speed and memory consumption while achieving
almost the same accuracy. The LightGBM model has been used on the Criteo [8] binary classification
task with also dense and sparse features of user and ad-spot information, which is similar to the
dataset that we dealt with. Since our dataset is high dimensional features with a high level of sparsity
and considered the efficiency of experiments, we also investigate this model as one of our targets.

1.3 Methodology

Figure 1: Experiments Process

As shown in the flow chart 1, first, we preprocess the raw dataset, by splitting Chinese sentences into
vocabularies and transforming the sparse and sequence features into embeddings.

Second, to evaluate the effectiveness of different models and the impact of the key hyper-parameters
on model performances, we perform experiments on three models. After data preprocessing, we
split the dataset into two portions: 80%for training, 20% for testing. Then, we use Wide-and-Deep,
DeepFM, and LightGBM to predict the rating of each movie for each user in the dataset. Comparing
these two deep learning models with LightGBM, we can identify that which recommender model
performs best. Besides, from the Douban Movie Dataset[1], user’s rating scores for each movie are
all integers between 1 and 5, but the predicted score calculated by the mentioned models may not be
an integer. Thus, we round up the predictions to integers. For example, if the model prediction is 3.6,
it will be 4 as the final rating.

Next, we measure the prediction performance of our models by using the following four metrics in
the test set.

• MSE (Mean squared error): The average of the squares of errors that is the average squared
difference between the predicted ratings and the actual ratings. Yi is the actual value and Ŷi
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is the predicted value, and n is the size of test set.

MSE =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(
Yi − Ŷi

)2
• (After rounding up the prediction) Recall= tp / (tp + fn), where tp is the number of true

positives and fn the number of false negatives.
• (After rounding up the prediction) Precision= tp / (tp + fp), where tp is the number of true

positives and fp the number of false positives.
• (After rounding up the prediction) Accuracy= (tp + tn) / (tp + tn + fp + fn), where tp is true

positive, fp is false positive, tn is true negative, and fn is false negative.

Finally, we predict movies with the most possible highest rating using the most performant model
and use a content similarity-based algorithm to define similarity and capture the relationship between
predicted high rating movies and the movies that the user has already interacted with. As a result, we
recommend the top k movies that have high rating potential and most similar to users’ watched and
highly rated movies.

2 Experiments

2.1 Data Preprocessing

( Detailed code for this part is in [9] )

Libraries in python have been used in data preprocessing:

• thulac package(THU Lexical Analyzer for Chinese) has been used to split sentences in
Chinese vocabulary-by-vocabulary into sequecnes features.

• re package has been applied to specify a set of strings that matches.
• sklearn.preprocessing for label encoding.
• DeepCTR library: SparseFeat, VarLenSparseFeat have been used for spare features and

sequence features embedding.

By using the above python resources, in this section, we have the following steps (figure 2)to
preprocess the dataset:

Figure 2: Preprocess steps

1. Considering the low portion of missing data, we simply eliminate rows with missing data.

2. Some variables contain sentences in Chinese, such as "NAME" and "TAGS" without a space
between vocabulary, thus, we split them to Chinese vocabularies with " | " to make them easier for
encoding, for example:

3. In order to better learn relationships between features, we encoded discrete features ( ‘userID’,
’MovieID’, ’DOUBANSCORE’, ’DOUBANVOTES’) and embedded them into vectors of continuous
real numbers with the same size for deep learning models.

4. Label encoding the all sparse features with multivalue (’ACTORS’, ’DIRECTORS’, ’GENRES’,
’REGIONS’, ’TAGS’, ’LANGUAGES’, ’MovieNameWord’) into sequence features.

5. Then embedding and padding sequence features to make them into the dense features with the
same size as the other features.
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2.2 Wide and Deep

( Detailed code for this part is in [10] )

Wide and Deep learning combines the wide linear models and deep neural networks (DNN) in one
model to memorize and generalize the input information for recommender systems. Based on the
research of H. Cheng et al.[3], the architecture of the Wide and Deep model shows as the figure 3:

Figure 3: The spectrum of Wide & Deep models

The wide part

The wide part is a linear model with the form y = wTx+ b. y is the prediction, x = {x1, x2, ..., xn
}

is a vector of n features, w = {w1, w2, ..., wn} is the vector of model parameters and b is the bias[3].
The n features include raw entity features and transformed features. The transformed features is
cross-feature transformation, which is define by [3]:

φk(x) =

d∏
i=1

xcki
i , cik ∈ {0, 1}

where cik is a boolean variable that is 1 if the i-th feature is part of the k-the transformation φk , and 0
otherwise[4]. The linear model is trained with a wide set of cross-product feature transformations to
identify the interactions between a query-item feature pair correlated and the target(the item ratings
from users), as shown in the figure 4,

Figure 4: Wide part

For example, in the Douban Movie Dataset[1], the feature(TAG = "love story", item = "After the
wedding") attracts users, but (TAG = "love story", item = "The Company") doesn’t get as much
interest though the character is similar. Thus, the wide part is to memorize which movie users like
and it can obtain more traction. However, the wide part is not open to more generalization and detects
a variety set of related movies such as "family movie".
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The deep part

The deep model is trained to build the deep neural network. Each hidden layer performs the following
computation[3]:

al+1 = f
(
W lal + bl

)
where l is the layer number and f is the activation function, a(l), b(l), and W (l) are the activation, bias,
and model weights at l-th layer.

With the deep learning part, we can learn lower-dimensional embedding vectors for each feature and
item. It means that the deep neural network model can generalize by matching movies to queries
that are close to each other in the embedding space, as the following figure. For example, in Douban
Movie Dataset[1], users who like a movie with TAG = "love story" might not mind whether this love
story from Europe or Asia.

Figure 5: Deep part

Combining Wide and Deep parts

Sometimes the deep neural networks generalize and recommend irrelevant items, but they can not
memorize how the co-occurrence of a feature-item pair correlates with the target, like whether a
movie has been watched or not. Thus, we need the Wide and Deep model to combine the linear model
with the DNN model. As shown in the following graph, the 15 sparse features from the Douban
Movie Dataset[1], like TAG = "love story", movieaName = "The Company" are used in both the wide
part and DNN part of the model. The cross-feature transformation in the wide part can memorize
the relations between sparse features and the target rating. Besides, the DNN part can generalize to
similar movies through embeddings.

Figure 6: Combining Wide and Deep parts

Wide and Deep model training and hyper-parameters tuning
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Library DeepCTR has been used for building the Wide-and-Deep model.

The size of the Douban Movie Dataset[1] is 220,411 with 15 features. In this part, by using Deepctr
API, we train Wide and Deep model on the split training set ( 80% of Douban Movie Dataset) and
tune hyper-parameters on the test set(20% of Douban Movie Dataset).

We focus on tuning the following hyper-parameters:

• activation function;

• the number of neurons per layer;

• the number of hidden layers

Based on the same hidden-layers, which is hidden layer sizes = (128, 128) and fixed the other
hyper-parameters setting, we have the result in figure 7.

Figure 7: Activation Function Tuning

From the table 7, we can see that the MSE, recall, precision, accuracy vary slightly when the model
applies different activation function except for DNN activation=’softmax’. Among the four activation
functions, when DNN activation=’softmax’, the model achieves the highest MSE and the lowest
Accuracy. In contrast, when DNN activation=’softplus’, the model can obtain the lowest MSE and
higher accuracy, besides, when DNN activation=’relu’, the model can get the highest accuracy and
recall, and lower MSE. Thus, we select the model whose DNN activation=’relu’ to make a comparison
with the other two models due to its highest accuracy and recall.

Choose hidden layer = (128,128), (128, 128, ), (50, ), (200, ) and fixed the other hyper-parameters
setting. We have the result in figure 8.

Figure 8: Hidden Layer Tuning

From the table 8, we can find that test MSE errors, recall, precision, and accuracy change slightly
when we have different activation functions, the number of hidden layers, and the number of neurons
in DNN. It means that a number of hidden layers and neurons are the hyper-parameters, which make
the biggest difference in the model performance. Thus, in the next model comparison, we select
hidden layer size=(128,128,) due to its highest accuracy and lower MSE.
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2.3 DeepFM

( Detailed code for this part is in [11] )

Compared with the Wide and Deep model, DeepFM is similar to Wide and Deep, which is also jointly
trained by the deep component and the wide component. There are two distinct differences between
the two models.

Figure 9: The architecture of FM

First, as shown in figure 9, DeepFM apply FM component instead of Wide component to avoid
human feature engineering, enables to learn low and high-order features interactions from input raw
features. Since the Wide component uses the linear model to predict, it is more efficient for the FM
model to learn feature interactions automatically.

Second, the DeepFM model uses raw features as shared inputs for the FM part and Deep part, which
can guarantee the consistency of features.

DeepFM training and hyper-parameter training

Library DeepCTR has been used for building the DeepFM model.

The DeepFM model is trained on the train set (80% of the dataset) and tune hyper-parameters on the
test set (20% of the dataset).

In this part, by using Deepctr API[2], we focus on tuning the following hyper-parameters:

• activation function;
• DNN hidden units;
• dropout layer

Choose different activation function and fixed the other hyper-parameters setting. We have results in
figure 10.

Figure 10: Activation Function Tuning

From the figure 10, we can see that the MSE, recall, precision, accuracy vary slightly when model
apply different activation functions. Among the four activation functions, with DNN activation=’relu’,
we achieve highest accuracy.

Choose different hidden units and fixed the other hyper-parameters setting as shown in figure 11. By
tuning the hidden units, when hidden units vary from 128 to 512, the MSE, recall, precision, accuracy
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Figure 11: Hidden units tuning

vary slightly, which could show that hidden units do not have important impacts on DeepFM model
performance here. Within comparison, when DNN hidden units=(256,256), the accuracy reaches
0.6525, which is the highest.

Choose different dropout ratios and fixed the other hyper-parameters setting. The dropout ratios
tuning process shows in figure 12. The differences between MSE, recall, precision, accuracy are
very small. When the dropout is 0, the accuracy is the highest as 0.6394. Thus, in this DeepFM
experiment, the dropout layer is useless and can be removed.

Figure 12: Dropout tuning

2.4 LightGBM

(Detailed code for this part is in [12])

Libraries LightGBM, StandardScaler, Optuna and scipy have been used in this section.

In this experiment, we investigate the LightGBM model performance on the Douban dataset. The
LightGBM model is based on Gradient Boosting Decision Tree (GBDT) algorithm with two novel
techniques [7]: Gradient-based One-Side Sampling(GOSS) and Exclusive Feature Bundling(EFB).
GOSS keeps all the instances with large gradients and performs random sampling and a constant
multiplier on the instances with small gradients. By doing so, we put more focus on the under-trained
instances without changing the original data distribution by much. EFB merges many sparse features
(both the one-hot coding features and implicitly exclusive features) into much fewer features, which
effectively reduces the number of features and speed up the training process.

Unlike the other two models, the LightGBM model does not take embedded vectors as input for each
variable. Therefore, we applied the one-hot encoding method to preprocess the categorical variables
like genres, tags, regions, etc. And since there are multiple values in such variables, we first encoded
different keys to indexes as we did in the former models and then encoded indexes into one-hot
vectors manually. Besides, we standardize the numerical features by the StandardScaler function
offered by the sklearn.preprocessing library. Then we concatenate all encoded variables into a feature
matrix X , which is a scipy sparse matrix with the size of 220411 ∗ 26709 and sparsity of 99.92% as
input to the LightGBM model.

We selected some important hyper-parameters for automatically tuning using the Optuna library.
Since the Max_depth, num_leaves, and min_data_in_leaf have more significant impacts on the model
performance, we mainly focus on tuning on these hyper-parameters. After one hundred trials to
optimize the accuracy, we find the best hyper-parameters showed in figure 13. Other hyper-parameters
keep the default values.

Throughout these trials, the best model finally gives us the accuracy of 43.4%, while other metrics
shown in figure 15. To further investigate the LightGBM model, we can obtain features’ importance
based on the split. Only 1,076 out of 26,709 features have impacts on the model prediction. Here,
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Figure 13: Optimal hyper-parameters of the LightGBM model

we display the ten most important features in figure 14, we could conclude that userID, MovieID,
genre, and region have a significant influence on the tree splitting. Even though this model shows
great interpretability, this model gives low accuracy in the task of rating prediction. And we think the
reason why this model performs unpleasantly is that this dataset does not have enough interactions
between users and movies. When more than two-third of userID only have one instance in the dataset,
the model hard to generalize relationships between specific user and movies, which lead to low
accuracy in the prediction.

Figure 14: Important features

3 Evaluation

Library in python: sklearn.metrics has been used for model evaluation.

Figure 15: Models evaluation

From figure 15, we can see that the MSE of DeepFM is 0.8377, which is slightly higher than that
of Wide-and-Deep. And the accuracy of Wide-and-Deep is a little higher than that of DeepFM.
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Compared to the LightGBM model, the MSE of Wide-and-Deep and DeepFM models are much lower
than the MSE of LightGBM. Besides, the precision and accuracy of Wide-and-Deep and DeepFM are
much higher than of LightGBM. Thus, in our experiments, the Wide-and-Deep model performs best.

As shown in figure 16 and 17, we have the specific comparison of two neural networks performance
and most values are very similar.

Figure 16: Wide-and-Deep performance

Figure 17: DeepFM performance

The architecture of Wide-and-Deep is similar to DeepFM. Wide-and-Deep has wide and deep
components. For the deep component, since the deep neural network has strong generalization ability,
it can catch the connections between users and movies in our dataset. That is the reason why both
Wide-and-Deep and DeepFM perform much better than LightGBM.

For the wide component, through the linear feature transformation, it can catch specific features and
memorize the users’ rating and their preferences. For example, when users often watch romantic
movies during a period, the deep neural network can recommend movies that can give users similar
emotional experiences instead of only focusing on romantic movies, which shows its surprise and
specific characteristic. But the limitation is that our dataset has fewer user information than other
datasets on the open-source platform, which could lead to the failure of capturing the relationship
between users and movies.

When we compare Wide-and-Deep and baseline, the generalization ability can easily find the relation-
ship between users and movies that are fit for their preference. To the baseline, there is no surprise
effect and the diversity of recommendation is very limited, that is the reason why Wide-and-Deep
performs much better than LightGBM.

Also, after analyzing the result of model performance, we find that the higher rating (around 5) or
lower rating (around 1) could be more accurate than the rating within a medium scope (from 3 to
4). The reason why we get this phenomenon is that the limited number of users’ features, leading to
the loss of connection between users and movies. Thus when the feature engineering map the users’
information to movies, the effect of representation could not as good as the same model on other
datasets.
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4 Further Experiments

( Detailed code for this part is in [13] )

Libraries linear kernel and CountVectorizer have been used in this section.

Figure 18: Recommender system

The best model we selected from the comparison is the Wide-and-Deep model. With this model, we
learned the latent interactions between user and movie, which could provide a better performance in
terms of diversity and serendipity but hard to explain why the model recommends such movies to a
specific user. Therefore, we add a content-based recommender model to produce recommendations
for the specific user with more consideration of relevance.

For example, as shown in figure 18, for a certain user with a unique ID
"ad74bb4926aa3e77433e01b1d8051a20", we first sort out a small portion of movies (e.g.
a subset of 1000) with the highest predicted ratings using the Wide-and-Deep model.

Second, we go back to the original dataset to find out which movies this user watched before and
extract the highest rated one as this user’s favorite. Here, this user’s favorite movie is MovieID
"26897547" which has the highest rating of 5.

Finally, we vectorize the content of movies using CountVectorizer to encode all text features, like
name, actors, directors, etc and investigate the cosine similarity between the user’s favorite and the
subset of 1,000 movies from step one with Linear kernel. Then, we recommend the top k movies
with the highest similarity, in other words, the most similar movies with this user’s favorite. The
figure 19 shows the recommendation list with 10 movies that have the highest cosine similarity with
the movieID "26897547", which demonstrate relatively obvious connections with this user favorite in
terms of either genres or tags.

Figure 19: Recommendation list

And we also find calculating cosine similarity is a computation expensive task that requires large
memory, however, gives very resemble movies compared with the customer’s favorite. Therefore, it
is not possible to reverse the sequence of the Wide-and-Deep model and the content similarity model
with limited computation resources.
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To sum up, we build an efficient recommender system using an ensemble method that not only
considers the user’s implicit interests but also provides meaningful explanations to improve user
experience.

5 Conclusion

Given the Douban dataset, models with deep neural networks provide rating predictions more
accurately than the tree-based LightGBM model. And the Wide-and-Deep model has the best
performance on the accuracy, which is mainly due to the great generalization advantage of the deep
neural network. However, the LightGBM model has the advantage in interpretability but not as good
as deep neural network models in terms of generalization. To improve the interpretability of results,
we suggest combining the Wide-and-Deep model with the content similarity model to generate the
final recommendations.

Recommender system design is relatively a subjective task and we believe both accuracy and user
experience need to be addressed. In the first part of our model, we focus on the accuracy of rating
predictions, which recommend movies that a specific customer will most likely enjoy. In the second
part, from these possible enjoyable movie list, we extract the most similar ones as our final top k
recommendations, which could provide more explanatory reasons for the user: "This recommendation
is given based on you previously watched or highly rated." With two parts of this recommender
system, we hope to improve the user experience or intention to click by providing explanations
of recommendations and user satisfaction or retention by recommending movies with accurate
predictions on user’s latent interests.
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